First we show that the Cauchy problem has a nonempty solution set which is an R6-set in C(I,H), in particular, compact and acyclic. Moreover, we obtain a Kneser-type theorem. In addition, we establish a continuity result about the solution-multifunction x--S(x). We also produce a continuous selector for the multifunction x--S(x). As an application of this result, we obtain the existence of solutions for a periodic problem.
Introduction
The topological property that the solution set of a differential equation is an R-set in C(I, Rn), I-[0, T], (in particular, nonempty, compact and connected) has been an object of investigation by many authors. It is known that the solution set of the Cauchy problem '() = f(,()).e, on I, (0)= 0, where f(.,-) is a bounded, continuous function on I xn, is an R-set (see [2] ).
This result was extended recently to differential inclusions by C.J. Himmelberg-F.S.
Van Vleck (cf. [13] ) for autonomous systems and by F.S. Denlasi-J. Myjak (cf. [10]) for non-autonomous systems. In a recent paper, N.S. Papageorgiou and F. Papalini 52 TIZIANA CARDINALI [18] established that the solution set of an evolution inclusion, driven by a timedependent subdifferential Op(t,x) and by a convex valued perturbation term F(t,x) satisfying a continuity hypothesis in the x-variable, is R in C(I,H), where H is a separable Hilbert space.
The purpose of this paper is to study the mentioned topological property of the following Cauchy problem for evolution inclusion:
x' -O-f(x)+ F(t,x), a.e. on I, x(0)-x0,
x 0 e dom(f), [19] and in [6] are known. In [19] , Papalini also proves that the solution set for the problem (1) is path-connected. But, we want to observe that a path-connected set need not be an R set.
In this note, we first prove two existence theorems (cf. Theorem 1 and Theorem 2)
for the problem (1). Moreover, in Section 3, we obtain that the solution set S(Xo) is a R (cf. Theorem 3) if "f" is a function with the properties:
f has a o-monotone subdifferential of order two;
(ii) r > 0 such that clB(xo, r) C f and the set L(c)= {x E C1B(xo, r): (jjj) 37EL2(I,R+):IIF(t,x)II-sup{llzll'zF(t,x)}<_7(t), a.e. in I, Vx E f.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3, we deduce a Kneser-type theorem (cf. we establish a continuity result about the solution-multifunction x---.S(x) (cf. Theorem 4). Moreover, in order to generate a continuous selector for this solution-multifunction, we are forced to strengthen the hypothesis (jj) on the orientor field "F" (cf. Theorem 5) with the following condition:
(jj)' K or_ LI(I,R +):h(F(t,x),F(t,y)) <_ k(t)II x-y II, a.e. in I, Vx, y a.
Finally, we present an application of these results in the study of the existence of periodic solutions for a class of evolution inclusions involving the Frfichet subdifferentiM.
We want to observe that the class of proper, convex and lower semicontinuous functions is included in the class of lower semicontinuous functions with a -monotone subdifferential of order two (cf. [19] for every x, y e dom(0-f) and for every a 0-f(x) and fle 0-f(y), we have (a-,x-y) >_ -qa(x,y,f(x),f(y))(1 + Ilall2+ I1 11 ) II -yll In the following, we consider the multivalued Cauchy problem:
x'(t) e 0-f(x(t)) + F(t, x(t)), a.e. on I,
x 0 e dom(f).
(1)
By a "strong solution" of (1), we mean a function x e C(I,a)such that x(. )is absolutely continuous on any compact subset of (0, T) and with the property (1) x(t) e dom(f), a.e. on I;
(2) h e L2(I,H) such that h(t) e F(t, x(t)) and x'(t) (ii) 3r > 0 such that clB(xo, r)C a and the set L(c)= {x e clB(x o, r): Indeed, if T < To, by (2.14), (2.8) and by recalling that T O <_ 2(k + 1-I(%))+ k 2' it follows that I I Uh()--u I I <-V/-012( k + 1 fXo) + k2] 1/2 _< R.
But this inequality, being u h continuous in T, contradicts the definition of T. Now, by (3.1) and by (ii)of Proposition 1, we deduce that uh(t clB(xo, 2R) f3 dom(f), and therefore, by using (2.8), (3.2) and (2.11), we obtain that
where M 2 k-2" Moreover, using (3.1), we claim that su(Y (cf. (2.14)) is a subset of the closed and 
and so, being xn(t), x(t)e B(Xo,2R Vdom(0-f), from (vii), (viii)and (2.12), we can say that I I x'n(t)[I -< ]l grad f(xn(t))II + I I hn(t)II _< N + "/(t), a.e. in [0, To] , (3.6) I I '(t)II _< I I grad-f(x(t))[[ + [[ h(t) In fact, by denoting with gn:I x fH the function defined gn(r,z) u n (r + r,z) un(t z)), Vr [0, T-r], Vz G , the problem (3.16) can be rewritten in this way: If we can show that h(., is continuous, we will have established the contractibili- The set S(x)is nonempty and compact in C( [O, T0] ,f for every x dom(f) YlclB(xo, R (see, Theorem 1). Now we need to show that given C C_ C([0, T0],a)) nonempty and closed the set, S-(C)-{xedom(f)NclB(xo, R): S(x) C] C 7! } is closed in dom(/) N clB(xo, R) C_ a. To this end, let u. e S (C), n _> 1. For each n >_ 1, let x n p(un, hn) h n SF (.,zn(.) 
x'2(t),xl(t x2(t)) (/31(t) 132(t),x1(t x2(t)) + (g(t, xl(t))-g(t, x2(t)),xl(t x2(t))
and (jjj) and Theorem 3.1 (cf.
[16]), we have that h 6 S(. ,x(. ))" So x 6 S(u)A C.
Since u e dom(f)AclB(xo, R), we can conclude that u 6 S-(C). Therefore S(. )is Next we will generate a continuous selector for the multifunction xHS(x). For this we will need the hypothesis H(F)I on the orientor field F.
Theorem 5: /f hypotheses H(f) and H(F)I hold and the set dom(f) is a closed subset of f, then, for all r > 0 such that clB(xo, ]) C B(xo, R) there exists u: dom(f) C3 clB(xo, rl) --C([0, T0],f) a continuous map such that u() e co() for every G dora(f)C clB(xo, rl). x' e cO-f(x) + F(t,x) a.e. on [O, To] (o) (To). 
